There is a large pool of talented candidates within Westminster who have disabilities or health conditions. Often employers miss out on recruiting the best person for their vacancies because they are not accessing this pool.

Recruit London’s Specialist Workplace Coordinator supports Job-seekers who may need extra help to get back to work including those with physical or mental disabilities, learning disabilities or who have experienced homelessness.
TO STRENGTHEN AND DIVERSIFY YOUR WORKFORCE OR FIND OUT HOW TO MAKE
ADJUSTMENTS TO YOUR RECRUITMENT PRACTICES CONTACT:

SYLVIA KANKASA skankasa@westminster.gov.uk 07931 546 865

CLAIRE JAMES (CJ) cjames@westminster.gov.uk 07903 156 323

The Recruit London Mission:

To work with Westminster employers to provide a simpler and quicker
route to sustainable work for local people

SOURCE We find local candidates with great potential who are ready for work or
work experience opportunities.

SCREEN We will meet, get to know and match candidates to appropriate
employers or opportunities and only introduce you to candidates who
are a good fit with your business.

TRAIN We deliver effective tailored training to the candidates before you meet
with them; we help them to prepare for their chosen career.

PLACE Successful candidates are then placed into paid or unpaid
opportunities.

MENTOR Workplace mentoring is provided to every candidate. This ensures they
remain in positions and that both you and they have the support
needed.

Recruit London is delivered in partnership by Cross River Partnership, The Crown
Estate, Westminster City Council, the New West End Company and Capital &
Counties CG Ltd. It has successfully supported over 1,000 Westminster residents into
work with flagship stores, hotels and restaurants across the West End since 2009.

Work with a specialist broker who understands your sector and business needs
•

Locally sourced candidates who fit well within your business
•

Improve business continuity by employing local people from a diverse pool who
value work and want to learn and grow
•

Be recognised as a socially responsible business that supports and engages
with your local community and is positive about disability
•